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English Translation:
This isn't like me

Can't calm down at all
Passer-bys all see through

I have some sort of special anticipation for you
Lost control what to do now

Almost can't leave
yeah

Conversation is very simple
why is my heartbeat so abnormal
Every movement in front of you

can easily be seen through
Because I'm most in the sea of your gaze

Armour clad heart break down for you
Only left with naked confessions

Love with no defense
Selfless must be brave bravery
Blocking the bullet of rumors
So baby let's go go go go go

Cold mask Break Down for you
All expressions reveal
The way I worship you

After hurting I still won't regret

A dependency on thirsting for you
So baby let's go go go go go

On the way take off our armour
Will run faster will all our might

Catching up to protect you
You won't get hurt

Even if I'll be wounded I don't care
for you

Oh yeah oh yeah
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You may think it's too crazy (yeah you can call me crazy)
Actually I think that way too (but can't stop loving you)

Love is like a melody that can catch a virus

Armour clad heart break down for you
Only left with naked confessions

Love with no defense
A selflessness must be bravery

Blocking the bullet of rumors
So baby let's go go go go go

Cold mask Break Down for you
All expressions reveal
The way I worship you

After hurting I still won't regret

A dependency on thirsting for you
So baby let's go go go go go

Thought I almost found myself again
but I failed once more

You Breakin me down breakin me down
How many times already walked all the way and come back again

Love is breakin me down breakin me down

(Dance break)

Armour clad heart break down for you
Only left with naked confessions

Love with no defense
A selfless bravery

Blocking the bullet of rumors
So baby let's go go go go go

Cold mask Break Down for you
All expressions reveal
The way I worship you

After hurting I still won't regret
A dependency on thirsting for you

So baby let's go go go go go

Back up until the end Break Down
Like melted into ashes break Down

Break Down~
Break Down~

Love you make me completely break down~



Romanized:
(with individual parts)

[Henry] Zhe bu xiang shi wo
Wan quan leng jing bu lai

Lu ren dou kan chuan
Dui ni wo you zhong te bie qi dai

[Donghae] Shi kong le zen me ban
Kuai yao li bu kai

[Eunhyuk] Yeah hua ti dou shi fen pu tong
Wei he xin tiao yi chang xiong yong

Yi ju yi dong
Zai ni mian qian quan bei qing song kan tou

[Kyuhyun] Yin wei wo mi shi zai ni yan shen de hai

[All] Wu zhuang de xin zang wei ni break down
Sheng xia chi luo de gao bai mei fang bei de ai

[Zhou Mi] Fen bu gu shen yao yong gan dang kai liu yan de zi dan
So baby let's go go go go go

[All] Leng ku de mian ju wei ni break down ([Henry] down)
Suo you biao qin dou tou lu dui ni de cong bai

[Siwon] Shang le ye bu hou hui gan kai
[Donghae] Zhi ke wang ni de yi lai
[All] So baby let's go go go go go

[Ryeowook] Yan lu shang xie xia kui jia pin ming pao de geng kuai
Gen shang ni bao hu zhe ni bu bei shang hai

[Zhou Mi] Jiu suan shang hen lei lei wo ye dou bu guan wei ni
[Donghae] Oh yeah oh yeah

[Sungmin] Ni ye xu jue de tai feng kuang ([Henry] Yeah you can call me crazy)
[Sungmin] Qi shi wo ye zhe yang xiang ([Eunhyuk] Dan wu fa ting zhi ai ni)

[Donghae] Ai xiang yi duan hui zhong du xuan lu

[All] Wu zhuang de xin zang wei ni break down
Sheng xia chi luo de gao bai mei fang bei de ai

[Kyuhyun] Fen bu gu shen yao yong gan dang kai liu yan de zi dan
[All] So baby let's go go go go go

[All] Leng ku de mian ju wei ni break down
Suo you biao qin dou tou lu dui ni de cong bai

[Siwon] Shang le ye bu hou hui gan kai
[Donghae] Zhi ke wang ni de yi lai



[All] So baby let's go go go go go

[Ryeowook] Xiang kuai yao zhao hui zi ji que you shi bai
Ni you breaking me down breaking me down

[Zhou Mi] Duo shao ci yi jing zou yuan you zai hui lai
Ai zong breaking me down breaking me down

(Dance break)

[Kyuhyun] Wu zhuang de xin zang wei ni break down
Sheng xia chi luo de gao bai mei fang bei de ai

[Henry] Fen bu gu shen yao yong gan dang kai liu yan de zi dan
So baby let's [All] go go go go go

[Kyuhyun] Leng ku de mian ju wei ni break down
Suo you biao qin dou tou lu dui ni de cong bai

[Siwon] Shang le ye bu hou hui gan kai
[All] Zhi ke wang ni de yi lai
So baby let's go go go go go

[Henry] Tui lu yi jing quan bu de break down
[Zhou Mi] Hua cheng fei xu yi ban de break down

[Donghae] Ai ni rang wo che di de break down
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